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Intro - Namaste & welcome to the eight-podcast episode of the year 2022. On 

behalf of the whole SAP family, I would like to thank you for tuning in.  

This is our August, episode number 86 of SAP Integration & Extension Talk. And 

this month is pretty interesting my dear listeners. As in some parts it marks the 

dog days of summer not the cute pets, I am talking about, but the star Sirius also 

known as dog star. Then in some parts prime rainy season giving a perfect segway 

to festivities.  



So, let’s take some time to listen in what SAP Business Technology Platform brings 

to you, and in this episode, we have 3 main sections:   

1. First, we will talk about some great new additions made to our SAP 

Business Technology Platform, business services and how they can 

take enterprises a step closer to become intelligent and sustainable.  

2. Second, a deep dive conversation with experts from Platform 

Adoption Advisory team for SAP BTP with them we will be talking 

about how SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and FedML hyperscaler libraries 

for Azure can be leveraged for creating an end-to-end automated 

solution for ML experiments. Without moving or duplicating data to the 

hyperscaler.  So don’t hit that pause button yet.  

3. And finally, some roadmap items of our BTP services followed by a 

cool customer success story.  

So, lets quickly hear what are those new additions and enhancements that were 

made to SAP Business Technology Platform, business services:  

1. On SAP BTP ABAP Environment side with the recent release, developers can 

now create service definition extensions. This enables them to extend SAP's 

service definitions or the service definitions of their company. Along with 

this they can now use the new API Catalog editor to display the 

documentation of API catalogs. 

2. With this new feature in SAP Process Automation, businesses can add 

Qualtrics survey as a participant to their visibility scenario that helps 

optimizing an end-to-end process along with the operational insights.  

These were just selections for some of the enhancements made to the business 

services on SAP BTP. To know more about these features and others business 

services please refer the links in the show notes. You can also give us a shoutout 

on out on our social media channels with your questions and requests or you can 

drop us an email at platformtalks@sap.com  

Gaurav: Moving to the next segment of this episode where we invite experts to 

talk about a specific business challenge & how SAP BTP and its business services 

can solve those challenges. And this time we have Cameron Khorsandi and Jack 

Seeburger IV from Platform Adoption Advisory team for SAP Business Technology 
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Platform. Welcome Cameron & Jack to our 8th podcast of the year 2022. (let them 

say hi and thank you..).  

Guys before we head towards the topic, and you enlighten us with how 

businesses can Predict and Analyze Retail Inventory Allocation using SAP Data 

Warehouse cloud and FedML libraries. Can you please tell our listeners a bit about 

yourself?  

(Cameron & Jack will introduce..) 

Thank you so much.. And listeners in today’s conversation we will hear how SAP 

BTP with its SAP Data Warehouse Cloud service helps businesses model the 

queries across distributed data sources without the need to extract any data out 

from anywhere. Then with SAP Analytics Cloud, helps visualize the live data to 

compare retail sales and prediction using data coming in from online retail 

platforms.  

So, Cameron & Jack, whenever we invite experts in our podcast, we play a small 

fun guessing game with them. Do you want to play?  

The game is I will be reading an abstract mostly sci fi related, and you must guess 

from where it is? Like.. a movie, web series, or a famous quote? You can always 

ask for hints.  

Ready?  

Ok.. I will be reading a snippet and here it goes: Some people choose to see the 

ugliness in this world, the disarray. I choose to see the Beauty. To believe there is 

an order to our days. A purpose. I know things will work out the way they're 

meant to. 

Where is it from? 

 First hint: The plot of the snippet that I read is based on the intersection of 

the near future and the reimagined past.  

 Second hint: One of the main characters in this is named Dolores.  

 Third hint: Down to the wire guys, this is a creation of Jonathan Nolan.   

Answer – the abstract was from a web series titled Westworld. I really enjoyed 

watching season 1. Do try it once. 



=== game done === 

Gaurav - Great... now we resume back to the topic on how enterprises can Predict 

and Analyze Retail Inventory Allocation using SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and FedML 

hyperscaler libraries.   

Question – And my first question to the experts here is..  

Gaurav: When you came up with this usecase on how enterprise can explore SAP 

Data Warehouse Cloud and FedML hyperscaler libraries to source data, build, 

train and deploy machine learning models on hyperscaler platforms. What were 

those business challenges you thought this scenario would solve? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: great..and what were the outcomes that were realized, if you can talk 

about that? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: Can you also talk about some BTP Services and additional Components 

that were used in this solution?  

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: What about the steps like the key steps typically a customer will have to 

perform to implement this business solution?  

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: As I see there is data federation happening in this usecase, so what is the 

role of SAP DWC, will the context of the data be lost with this ?   

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: Can this work with outside on prem systems? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: You mentioned some other cloud data sources. How do I tune queries 

executed via models that combine cross cloud sources and SAP sources in SAP 

DWC?   

Jack & Cameron:  



Gaurav: If we are moving data from one cloud to another there could be egress 

charges? Isn’t it?  

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: Don’t you think that this is adding to customers technical Debt? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: I hear that you mentioned about FedML, so how does SAP DWC and FedML 

library story fits in? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: What are the minimum requirements to use an SAP DWC tenant with 

FedML? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Gaurav: This is really great, and I hope that this discussion will definitely make our 

listeners more curious to try this scenario out by themselves. I would like to close 

the questions with last one can you please share some resources that our listeners 

can checkout to get hands on? 

Jack & Cameron:  

Awesome! So, listeners if you are looking to validate these scenarios in your 

landscape don’t hesitate to reach out to Jack & Cameron via the resources they just 

now mentioned.  

That was really an enriching discussion Cameron & Jack…with that..on behalf of all 
our listeners I would like to thank you that you took out time & gave us a 
wonderful talk. We really appreciate it. Thanks! 
 

Jack & Cameron:  

 

Gaurav – Those were our experts who talked about how SAP Data Warehouse 

Cloud and FedML hyperscaler libraries for Azure can be leveraged for creating an 

end-to-end automated solution for ML experiments on hyperscalers without 

moving or duplicating data to the hyperscaler. 



Then we went into understanding how businesses using SAP BTP’s services such 

as SAP Data Warehouse Cloud helps them model data coming in from different 

sources. And how FedML, uses SAP Data Warehouse Cloud's federation 

architecture to query the cloud data sources directly via the unified business layer 

and helps automate the training, building and deployment using only few lines of 

code. To read more & try out the features yourself please refer our show notes. 

And Dear listeners all the resources that are mentioned such as SAP Discovery 

Center mission & SAP Garage will be available to you. Please refer the show notes 

or give us a shoutout on our social media channels. Plus, you can also drop us an 

email at platformtalks@sap.com 

This brings me to the third and final segment of the podcast where we explore 

some of the roadmap items of our BTP services that will help your business run 

better… with intelligence & sustainability at heart.  

1. On the API and Integration Marketplace this upcoming feature will 

enable global searches of API metadata such as tags and resources 

within SAP API Business Hub. Another feature will Enable inline & native 

rendering of business data graphs where developers can Experience 

semantically connected business data graphs depicting relations across 

various line-of-business APIs. This will also avoid any tool breaks 

2. Secondly, with this new capability in SAP BTP, ABAP environment 

developers can configure and run predefined CI/CD pipelines for add-on 

development. Benefits if you ask me developers listening in, you can 

Detect errors as quickly as possible and prevent integration problems 

before completing development. Wait that’s not it also while 

Implementing these CI/CD flows during development without having to 

set up a Jenkins instance is icing on the cake.  

And all these items that we discussed are planned for Q3 2022 release. Also, very 

important point you should know that all forward-looking statements are subject 

to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 

materially from expectations. You are advised not to place undue reliance on 

these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they 

should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. To know more about 

other roadmap items please refer our show notes. 
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Talking about business running better with intelligence & sustainability at heart 

let’s hear what customers are doing with SAP solutions.  

1. WayCool, India’s largest food and agritech platform had a Business 

Challenge where WayCool’s legacy ERP lacked a finance module, leaving 

the organisation to rely on TALLY for their MIS. While this was manageable 

for one retail store, it compounded the manual interventions with 

expansion. Adding to this problem was A missing unified dashboard from 

the ecosystem, making the company lose out on real-time analysis and 

actionable insights. The solution: SAP S/4HANA was implemented as the 

core ERP at 44 plants with three objectives – a modular but interconnected 

ecosystem, AI-driven embedded analytics, and on-cloud accessibility.  

A collective effort, even with work-from-home, led to the platform going live in 

just 22 days! While it often takes years to complete the migration of this 

magnitude, WayCool, stabilized its end-to-end SAP S/4HANA deployment 

within 60-70 days. Hats off to them and kudos to the team at SAP. To read and 

know more about Waycool’s migration to SAP S/4HANA please refer the 

shownotes.  

That concludes our episode number 86 of SAP Integration & Extension Talk. I 

would really like to thank you again for tuning in and staying till the very end. If 

you were listening to us for the first time and there were terms like FedML, 

hyperscalers, data federation and so on.. that were not clear to you, please let us 

know on our social media channels or drop us an email at platformtalks@sap.com  

so that we can help you understand them. Plus, we are always ears to your 

feedback so let us know what you liked, what you didn’t and most importantly 

what you wish for in the next podcast.  

‘Sharing is caring’ if you agree to that.. please share the podcast with your tech 

friends and family. Don’t forget to Subscribe to the podcast. Leave a rating and 

review. You can listen to this podcast on various mediums like Spotify, Apple 

Podcasts to name a few.. With that I was your host Gaurav Dey aka G reporting & 

recording from Bangalore, India. Talk to you in the next episode until then Keep 

listening, keep learning & keep growing. Cheers!! 
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Interview Guests: 

 

Cameron Khorsandi is a business developer for all things related 
to SAP BTP. He supports customer engagements by identifying 
challenges and discovering solutions through a technical lens by 
implementing SAP’s human-centered approach to innovation.  

In addition, he helps drive internal initiatives to ensure impact is 
driven effectively to customers utilizing solutions and SAP teams 
globally. Cameron started with SAP as an intern with the 
Products & Innovation team and continued to SAP Concur.  

Not long after he found himself as part of the Platform Adoption 
Advisory team in the Technology & Innovation board area. He 

has since been part of a winning team driving SAP Analytics Cloud Planning adoption and the Border 
States Electric project, highlighted at SAPPHIRE NOW 2021. Cameron is passionate about learning the 
challenges big companies face today and how best to solve them using intelligent solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Seeburger is a Senior Data Scientist for the Strategic 
Customer Engagements team of SAP Platform Adoption and 
Advisory. Jack solves unique problems by collaborating closely 
with customers to develop custom BTP solutions. Focusing on 
Machine Learning and AI applications he combines his 
backgrounds in Linguistics, Computer Science and Economics to 
bring new innovations from 0 to 1.  

Jack first joined SAP as part of the SAP Next Talent program 
where he still mentors new graduate Data Scientists. Jack 
brought his unique skillset to the Montas Del Plata collaboration 
highlighted at TechEd 2021 and the Levi’s Intelligent Virtual 

Inventory Reservation system. Jack has recently been focusing on developing new repeatable 
hyperscaler architectures and the Federated Machine Learning Library. 

Links to the Resources that were discussed in the episode: 

https://people.sap.com/cameron.khorsandi
https://people.sap.com/jackseeburger


• New Features/ Enhancements on: 

o SAP BTP, ABAP Environment – Create Service Definition Extensions  

o SAP Process Automation – Enablement of Qualtrics Survey as Process Partcipant 

o Other SAP BTP service – What’s New 

• Predict and Analyze Retail Inventory Allocation using FedML - SAP Discovery Center 

• Episode 8 Predict and Analyze Retail Inventory Allocation using FedML - SAP Garage 2022 

• FedML – The Federated Machine Learning Libraries for Hyperscalers 2.0 – SAP Community Blog 

• Azure  GitHub repo & SAP Community Blog 

• AWS SAP Community Blog & GitHub Repo  

• GCP GitHub Repo & SAP Community Blog 

• Roadmap item 1 - API and Integration Marketplace - Metadata search and inline rendering. 

• Roadmap item 2 - Application Runtimes and Development Environments - Predefined pipeline for 

SAP BTP, ABAP environment 

• Other Roadmap items 

• WayCool Migrates to SAP S/4 HANA in Record 22 Days Vis-À-Vis Industry Standard of 12 Months 

• Reach us at: platformtalks@sap.com  

 

Links for more SAP Integration Suite & SAP Extension Suite information: 

• SAP Integration Suite 
• SAP Extension Suite 
• SAP Community 
• Subscribe to: SAP Integration Suite & SAP Extension Suite Newsletter 
• Follow on: Twitter │ LinkedIn │ YouTube │Facebook 

Hosted by Gaurav Dey - T&I Cross Architecture, SAP. Follow Gaurav on - SAP Community.  
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